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Objective assessment of motor fatigue in multiple sclerosis:
the Fatigue index Kliniken Schmieder (FKS)
Aida Sehle • Manfred Vieten • Simon Sailer •
Annegret Mündermann • Christian Dettmers

Abstract Fatigue is a common and frequently disabling
symptom of multiple sclerosis (MS). The aim of this study
was to develop the Fatigue index Kliniken Schmieder
(FKS) for detecting motor fatigue in patients with MS
using kinematic gait analysis. The FKS relies on the chaos
theoretical term ‘‘attractor’’, which, if unchanged, is a
necessary and sufficient indicator of a stable dynamical
system. We measured the acceleration of the feet at the
beginning of and shortly before stopping a treadmill
walking task in 20 healthy subjects and 40 patients with
multiple sclerosis. The attractor and movement variability
were calculated. In the absence of muscular exhaustion a
significant difference in the attractor and movement variability between the two time points demonstrates altered
motor control indicating fatigue. Subjects were classified
using the FKS. All healthy subjects had normal FKS and
thus no fatigue. 29 patients with MS were classified into a
fatigue group and 11 patients into a non-fatigue group. This
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classification agreed with the physician’s observation and
video analyses in up to 97 % of cases. The FKS did not
correlate significantly with the overall and motor dimensions of the fatigue questionnaire scores in patients with
MS and motor fatigue. The common concept of fatigue as
overall subjective sensation of exhaustion can be affected
by conditions including depression, sleep disorder and
others. FKS constitutes a robust and objective measure of
changes in motor performance. Therefore, the FKS allows
correct identification of motor fatigue even in cases where
common comorbidities mask motor fatigue.
Keywords Fatigue  Gait analysis  Fatigue index 
Physical performance  Lactate level  Heart rate

Introduction
Fatigue is a common and frequently disabling symptom of
multiple sclerosis (MS) with profound negative effects on
normal activities of daily life and substantially reduces
quality of life [1]. Fatigue is associated with a subjective
feeling of weakness, lack of energy and lethargy [2].
Between 38 and 83 % of patients with MS suffer from
fatigue [3], and many patients report fatigue to be their
most debilitating symptom [2]. However, despite the high
incidence of fatigue, its pathophysiology is still poorly
understood. Many factors have been proposed to play a role
in the development of fatigue in MS [4]. Two distinct types
of fatigue in MS—mental and motor fatigue—can occur in
isolation or in combination. Psychological and/or physical
condition might be compromised by factors such as
depression, sleep disorder and deconditioning, which may
influence the symptoms of fatigue [2]. Further, fatigue may
be caused by a failure of the neuromuscular system to
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generate force [5]. Patients with MS show significantly
prolonged central motor conduction times and lower motor
evoked potential amplitudes following fatiguing exercise
[6]. Fatigue may be caused by an intermittent central usedependent conduction block [7], and metabolic abnormalities in the frontal cortex and basal ganglia have been
observed via positron emission tomography in MS patients
with fatigue [8].
In the current study, we focused on the motor dimension
of fatigue. Presently, there is no ‘‘gold standard’’ for
detecting motor fatigue. Commonly, fatigue is assessed by
several questionnaires including the Fatigue Severity Scale
(FSS) [9], the Fatigue Assessment Instrument (FAI) [10],
the Fatigue Impact Scale (FIS) [11], the Modified Fatigue
Impact Scale (MFIS) [12] and, in Germany, the Fatigue
Scale for Motor and Cognitive Functions (FSMC) [13] and
the Würzburg Fatigue Inventory in Multiple Sclerosis
(WEIMuS) [14]. These standardized questionnaires are
based on patients’ self-assessments and capture their general condition during a particular time course. However,
because these questionnaires are based on the patients’
subjective feelings, they may be distorted (overestimation
or underestimation) due to an inaccurate self-perception. In
some patients with MS, deciding whether motor fatigue is
present or whether other factors cause similar symptoms
can be very difficult. Hence, an objective tool for assessing
motor fatigue in MS is crucial for a more precise diagnosis
of fatigue and for the design and evaluation of treatment
and rehabilitation programs.
Recently, we have introduced an unbiased instrument
for assessing motor fatigue [15]. Specific gait parameters
including step length, width and height, bilateral leg circumduction, bilateral knee flexion angle and medio-lateral
trunk sway changed during a walking test. The step cycle
was more irregular at the end compared with the beginning
of the test. These changes in gait patterns were found to be
symptomatic for MS patients with motor fatigue. Such
traditional kinematic analyses of human gait capture the
characteristic pattern for an individual based on a few
single gait cycles [16, 17] but neglect essential information
of the dynamics of continuous locomotion [17]. Non-linear
methods use gait data in a time series format to calculate
and interpret the Lyapunov exponent as an estimator for
dynamic stability [18, 19]. Although this method may have
its advantages, the results can be well presented only at the
group level and not at the individual patient level [20]. This
must be considered in clinical trials and for decisionmaking in clinical practice.
We have recently presented a new method for quantifying differences in time series of gait data using attractor
attributes with an underlying limit cycle attractor [21].
Using this method, we were able to identify subtle gait
pattern differences between different situations and classify

these on group and subject levels. A stable situation is
characterized by an unchanged attractor and unchanged
movement variability. Thus, changes of these two parameters indicate an alteration of the gait mechanism, which,
by ruling out other reasons, we identify as acute motor
fatigue.
To the best of our knowledge, an objective method for
classifying fatigue in patients with MS is lacking. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to establish the ‘‘Fatigue
index Kliniken Schmieder (FKS)’’ as an objective numerical indicator for assessing motor fatigue using kinematic
gait analysis and to test its sensitivity and specificity. We
hypothesized that the FKS allows precise identification of
subjects with motor fatigue and that motor fatigue in MS is
not related to muscle fatigue.

Materials and methods
Subjects
Twenty healthy subjects and forty patients with definite
MS according to the McDonald criteria [7] participated in
this study (Table 1). Patients and controls were all between
18 and 65 years old and recruited between October 2011
and July 2012. All patients were admitted to the inpatient
rehabilitation clinic specializing in MS; and had to be able
to walk on a treadmill without aids or assistance. There
were no limitations of disease course and disability levels.
Patients were in a stable condition and those with relapses
Table 1 Mean (1 standard deviation) subject characteristics
Parameters

Patients with
MS

Healthy
subjects

P value

Sex (female/male)

27/13

11/9

n.s.

Age (years)

45.9 (7.0)

43.1 (8.6)

n.s.

Height (cm)

171.3 (10.7)

173.4 (8.4)

n.s.

Mass (kg)

74.1 (15.6)

80.4 (21.3)

n.s.

RR

30

Not
applicable

PP

3

Not
applicable

SP

7

Not
applicable

EDSS

3.4 (1.3)

Not
applicable

BDI-II [8 (n with
depression)

26

3

Disease course (n)

0.001

MS multiple sclerosis, RR relapsing-remitting, PP primary progressive, SP secondary progressive, EDSS Expanded Disability Status
Scale, BDI-II Beck Depression Inventory, n number of subjects, P
value probability value, n.s. not statistically significant
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within the past 3 months were excluded. Subjects were also
excluded from the study if they received the drug FampyraÒ (Fampridin; Biogen Idec Inc., 225 Binney Street,
Cambridge, MA 02142, USA). Participants were consecutively enrolled upon their willingness to partake in this
study. Control subjects were recruited from the local
population and from clinic staff. The healthy subjects were
included in the study by volunteering and if they had no
neurological or orthopedic disorders.
Exercise task
All participants completed a walking test on a treadmill:
they walked either until they experienced complete
exhaustion (17, very hard on the Borg scale [22]) or for a
maximum of 60 min. Based on our previous results [15],
we expected that the MS patients with fatigue will be
exhausted within substantially \60 min. All subjects wore
a harness during the walking test to prevent falling. The
treadmill speed was set to 10 % above a subject-specific
comfortable walking speed or to a maximum of 5 km/h and
kept constant throughout the test. During the test, participants were repeatedly asked to rate their exhaustion on a
Borg scale from 6 (absolutely no effort) to 20 (maximum
effort). The test was stopped one minute after the patient
reached 17 on the Borg scale (‘‘very hard’’) or after 60-min
walking.
Gait data were recorded for 1 min at the beginning (t1)
and for 1 min at the end of the test (t2) using the motion
analysis device AS200 (LUKOtronic, Lutz Mechatronic
Technology e.U., Innsbruck, Austria; sampling rate 80 Hz).
Markers were placed bilaterally on the heel counter of the
shoes; bilaterally with a rod on the distal portion of the
Achilles tendon at the level of the ankle; bilaterally on the
posterior aspect of the knee; bilaterally on the belt at the
highest point of the iliac crest; and bilaterally centered on
the margo medialis. Accelerations of the markers were
computed as the second derivatives of the position traces
after filtering with an F3-filter at 4.5 Hz cutoff [23].
Blood samples were taken prior to t1 and immediately
after t2. Blood lactate levels were measured using a lactate
analyzer and lactate strips with a precision of 3 % coefficient of variation (Arkray Lactate Pro LT-17810, Kyoto,
Japan). Heart rate was measured prior to t1 and at t2 using a
chest strap and a heart rate monitor (Garmin Forerunner
305, Garmin Ltd., Kansas City, Kansas, USA).
Diagnostic criteria
Theoretical background
Human walking in the absence of disturbances is characterized by a stable movement pattern and consistent

movement control. Because we kept the walking situation
unchanged and muscular exhaustion was excluded (lactate
assessment), pattern and variability changes during the
walking test were deemed to have been caused by fatigue.
We applied a new method [21] for quantifying movement
pattern changes and changes of movement variability
using attractor attributes of the acceleration of the feet.
The limit cycle attractors were approximated and three
measures were calculated: dM is a measure of the difference between two attractors quantifying the differences
between two movement patterns; dD is the difference
between the two associated deviations of the state vector
away from the attractor representing the change in
movement variation; and dF is the product of dM and dD
and represents an index of the change which we termed
the FKS.
dF ¼ dM  dD

ð1Þ

*
Three-dimensional acceleration measurements ar ðtÞ;
*
al ðtÞÞ of two markers (l, left foot; r, right foot) were used. The
*
start and the end of a loop were defined as the passing of ar ðtÞ
*
respectively al ðtÞ through a well-defined 2D area (Figs. 1a, b,
*

*
2a, b). The attractor parameters Ar ðsÞ; Al ðsÞ were approximated as the acceleration at time s (ordering parameter of a
complete cycle) averaged over n loops.
*

Aa;C ðsj Þ ¼


n
n

 1X


*
1X
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*
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with
n

*
1X
b i  sj ¼ 0
n!1 n
i¼1

lim

and a = right or left and C = beginning or end.
*

*
Dr ðsÞ; Dl ðsÞ are the standard deviations describing
differences of the actual acceleration and the attractor.
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n h
i2
 
*
1 X
*
Aa;C ðsj Þ  aa;C ði  sj Þ
Da;C sj ¼
ð3Þ
n  1 i¼1
Differences in gait parameters between the beginning
(B) and the end (E) of the walking test were calculated as

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u 3 hD
X 
 2 E D
2 Ei
1u
dM ¼ t
Ar;B;xi  Ar;E;xi
þ Al;B;xi  Al;E;xi
v i¼1

ð4Þ
The change in the standard deviation of attractor and
acceleration measurements was defined as
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional graph of the acceleration data of a subject’s
left foot for 1 min a at the beginning and b at the end of the walking
task for one healthy subject. The vertical black line indicates the
plane that was used to define the beginning and end of each gait cycle

rD
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2 E D 
2 E
dD ¼
Dr;B  Dr;E
þ Dl;B  Dl;E

ð5Þ

where h. . .i is the average of the included expression.
Deriving the Fatigue index Kliniken Schmieder (FKS)
The FKS is based on the two attractors calculated from the
three-dimensional acceleration data of the feet of a walking
person. Non-changing attractors define a stable system. The
FKS allows for capturing altered movement patterns and
variability on an individual level representing fatigability.
To calibrate the FKS, we used the method described in [21]
requiring data of two groups of subjects as selected by a
conventional method. Central to this method is the median

Fig. 2 Two-dimensional graph of the acceleration data of a subject’s
left foot for 1 min a at the beginning and b at the end of the walking
task for one MS patient with fatigue. The vertical black line indicates
the plane that was used to define the beginning and end of each gait
cycle

of the two groups, which are not significantly influenced by
outliers. Conventional methods allow clear identification of
the most typical group members; e.g. when looking for
fatiguing MS patients it is easy to identify heavily fatigued
subjects. Those individuals with mild symptoms might be
wrongly classified as not fatiguing. Similarly non-fatiguing
persons with walking constraints have a high probability of
wrongly being included into the fatigue group. As long as a
group does not contain more than 25 % wrongly sorted
subjects and both groups have about the same ratio of
wrong members, it would not substantially influence the
FKS-medians of the groups. The next step in the calibration
process is to calculate the lower a-quantile of the fatigue
group and the upper a-quantile of the non-fatigue group.
We increased the a until the maximal non-overlapping
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symptom. Motor fatigue was assumed if the patient
reported an abnormal rapid physical exhaustion in daily
living and if a severe reduction in maximum gait distance
could not be explained by the degree of paresis, spasticity
or ataxia. The neurologist (C.D.) was not aware of the
results of the walking test, which was used to establish the
numerical base of the FKS calculation. The researcher
(A.S.) performing the walking test did not have any
knowledge of the neurologist’s assessment.
Video recordings

Fig. 3 ‘‘Illustration of example categories used to allow the creation
of Quantiles from the medians of different groups’’ [21]

quantiles were identified (Fig. 3) [21]. The nearest integer
within the interval defined by the smallest FKS-value in the
lower a-quantile (fatigue group) and the largest FKS-value
in the upper a-quantile (non-fatigue group) established the
limit between fatigue and non-fatigue.
Next, the FKS of healthy individuals was used as a
benchmark test; and following, all subjects were classified
according to the FKS values into the fatigue and the nonfatigue groups. All further analyses were performed for
three groups: patients with fatigue symptom (MS-F),
patients without fatigue symptom (MS-NF) and healthy
persons (non-MS). The results of a ‘‘conventional’’
instrument (physician‘s judgment, physiotherapists’ rating,
fatigue questionnaire) were compared to those of the new
instrument (FKS). Also, the effect of disease course or
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) scores [24] on
FKS was investigated. Finally, we detected the differences
between groups’ movement patterns as well as in their
physical performance.
Assessment by the neurologist
The objective measure of motor fatigue was calibrated
using a neurologist’s judgment of fatigue presence. As
explained above the calibration is based on the most
obvious fatiguing subjects being classified into the fatigue
group and the clearly non-fatiguing members in the nonfatigue group. The judgment of the ‘‘critical cases’’, those
which are not clearly classifiable, cannot uniquely be rated
by experts; FKS, however, gives definite results.
The neurologist sorted MS patients into two groups:
patients with fatigue symptom and patients without fatigue

Videos of the subjects while walking were recorded and
shown to experienced physiotherapists. The physiotherapists were given simultaneously recorded side and back
views of the subjects. Two raters (employees of the rehabilitation clinic) who were unaware of the FKS analysis
and the neurologist’s assessment rated the video recordings
of the subjects while walking on the treadmill. For each
participant, videos of the beginning and the end of the test
were shown to the raters in random sequence. Raters were
asked to assign the videos of each subject to the beginning
or the end of the walking test.
Questionnaires
All patients completed questionnaires for assessing
dimensions of subjective cognitive, motor and total fatigue
(FSMC, the Fatigue Scale for Motor and Cognitive Functions [13]) and for measuring the degree of subclinical
depression according to the beck depression inventory II
(BDI-II) [25, 26]. The healthy volunteers only completed
the BDI-II.
Conventional gait analysis
Spatial parameters were calculated for each gait parameter
and time interval for each subject using the three-dimensional coordinates of the infrared markers. The following
gait parameters were assessed and compared between
groups: step length, step width, step height, maximum
circumduction with the right and left leg, maximum knee
flexion angle of the right and left leg, and medio-lateral
sway of the upper body.
Functional tests
Walking distance, walking velocity, lactate level, and heart
rate as well as the degree of exertion on the Borg scale
during the walking test were recorded. All subjects completed a 6-min walk test (6MWT) [27]. The 6MWT is safe,
easy to administer, well-tolerated, and reflects the ability to
perform activities of daily living [28]. A reduced distance
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during the 6MWT indicates impairment and is often used
in clinical practice [28].
Statistical methods
All statistical tests were performed using StatFree Version
7.0.2.3 (VietenDynamics, University of Konstanz, Germany) and Stata Version 11.0 (StatCorp LP, College
Station, Texas, USA). The null hypothesis for each analysis was rejected at p \ 0.05. Differences in parameters
between groups and between time points were detected
using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Bonferroni post hoc
tests were used to detect significant differences between
groups. Differences in FKS values between the three
groups were identified using Student’s t tests for independent samples. Variations in non-normally distributed
parameters between groups were detected using Kruskal–
Wallis test with Mann–Whitney U test as post hoc tests.
For binary variables, we used the Cohen’s Kappa test to
measure agreement between raters. For categorical variables we used the v2-test. Pearson correlation coefficients
were used to detect significant associations between the
components of the FKS, the dimensions of fatigue questionnaires and the EDSS. Multiple regression analysis was
used to detect the effect of disease course and EDSS
scores on the FKS.

Results
Calibrating of the FKS
With the conventional method (neurologist rating) eleven
patients with MS were categorized as not having fatigue.
They together with the healthy subjects displayed an FKSmedian of 0.9. The fatigue group, as identified conventionally, consisted of 29 MS patients having an FKSmedian of 9.5. The largest non-overlapping quantiles were
46 %, where the largest FKS value of the upper quantile
(non-fatigue group) was 3.9 and the smallest value of the
lower quantile (fatigue group) was 4.2. The nearest integer
‘‘4’’ was established as the boundary between non-fatigue
and fatigue (Table 2). The FKS between 0 and 4 points
represented the ‘‘normal range’’. Quantiles of 50 % would
have meant identical selections by the traditional method
and by using FKS. Quantiles of 46 % indicate wrong
allocations, two cases as we found out. However, as
detailed in the methodology, the boundary ‘‘4’’ between the
non-fatigue and the fatigue group is not substantially
influenced by up to 25 % wrongly sorted subjects (mildly
fatiguing subjects within the non-fatigue group and persons
with walking constraints within the fatigue group). To test

Table 2 Classification of subjects into groups
FKS

Classification

B4

No fatigue

[4

Fatigue

MS-F (n)

MS-NF (n)

Non-MS (n)

11

20

29

FKS the fatigue index Kliniken Schmieder, MS-F patients with
multiple sclerosis and fatigue symptom, MS-NF patients with multiple
sclerosis and without fatigue symptom, Non-MS healthy persons,
n number of subjects

this we deliberately shifted the four subjects with the
highest FKS from the non-fatigue group into fatigue group
and four with the lowest FKS from the fatigue into the nonfatigue group. By using the same calculation procedure we
obtained medians 0.9 and 8.8 respectively. Here the maximal non-overlapping quantiles were found at 35 % with
3.9 as the largest FKS value in the non-fatigue selection
and the smallest value of the lower quantile (fatigue group)
as 4.2. This is the same result as before with exactly the
same ‘‘nearest integer’’ as the boundary value between
non-fatigue and fatigue in spite of the bigger number of
wrongly sequenced subjects.
Benchmark test
All healthy subjects’ FKS were below the threshold of ‘‘4’’,
which discriminates between subjects without and with
fatigue. The median FKS in healthy subjects was 0.7 (range
0.3–3.9), dM ranged from 0.6 to 4.3 and dD from 0.3 to 1.5.
All healthy subjects walked for 60 min and had maximum
scores below 17 on the Borg scale.
Rearranging the MS patients using the FKS results
The MS-F group had a FKS range from 4.2 to 125, dM
between 2.8 and 30.4, and dD between 0.9 and 4.1. The
MS-NF group had a range of FKS from 0.5 to 3.4, dM
between 1 and 3.6, and dD between 0.4 and 1.0. The FKS
differed significantly between the MS-F and the MS-NF
and non-MS groups (p \ 0.001) as expected based on the
definition of fatigue, but not between the MS-NF group and
the non-MS group (p = 0.69). Patients with fatigue
showed greater changes in movement pattern and variability during the test than patients without fatigue and
healthy subjects (Fig. 4).
Age, gender distribution, body height and weight did not
differ between the MS-F and the MS-NF groups (p C 0.51)
(Table 3). Moreover, patients in both groups were similarly
affected by depression and there was no significant difference
in the course of the disease (p C 0.51). However, the MS-F
group had significantly longer disease duration and greater
EDSS and FSMC scores than the MS-NF group (p B 0.03).
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Fig. 4 dM vs dD for all subjects. MS patients with fatigue, MS
patients without fatigue and healthy subjects are clearly separated. A
logarithmic scale was used for the dM-axis to account for the large
differences in dM between and within groups

Both physiotherapists correctly classified 56 of 58 (97 %)
videos in the MS-F group. After the test, they reported that
they could not see any difference in the two misclassified
videos. For the non-fatiguing and healthy subjects the videoclassification would simply show random results—having a
50 % chance for correct classification. One physiotherapist
classified 12 of 22 videos and the other physiotherapist 8 of
22 videos correctly for the MS-NF group. In the group of
healthy subjects the physiotherapists correctly classified 26
of 40 and 34 of 40 videos, respectively.
We compared the results of the subjective assessment by
physician and physiotherapists to the results of the objective measure FKS and found overall good agreement but
faulty classifications as well. The accordance between the
physician’s assessment and FKS were good (Cohen’s
Kappa: j = 0.88), between physiotherapists’ assessment
and FKS (Cohen’s Kappa: j from 0.32 to 0.49) fair to
moderate agreement.

Table 3 Mean (1 standard deviation) characteristics of MS patients
with fatigue (MS-F) and MS patients without fatigue (MS-NF)

FKS, EDSS and questionnaires

Parameters

MS-F

MS-NF

P value

Sex (female/male)

19/10

8/3

n.s.

Age (years)

45.3 (7.0)

46.6 (7.6)

n.s.

Height (cm)

170.6 (10.3)

173.3 (11.9)

n.s.

Mass (kg)

72.5 (13.9)

78.0 (19.6)

n.s.

Disease duration (years)

12.3 (7.3)

6.7 (5.4)

0.03

EDSS

3.8 (1.2)

2.4 (1.1)

0.004

Disease course (n)
RR

20

10

PP

2

1

SP

7

0

In the MS-F group, the FKS and dM did not correlate significantly with any dimensions of the FSMC or EDSS
(range r -0.05 to 0.20; p [ 0.13). dD correlated negatively
with all dimensions of the FSMC (range r -0.39 to -0.28;
p \ 0.03) and positively with the EDSS (r = 0.28;
p \ 0.03). In the MS-NF group, the FKS and dM correlated
negatively with all dimensions of the FSMC (range r -0.67
to -0.57, p \ 0.006). dD correlated with the overall and
motor dimensions of the FSMC (r = 0.42; p \ 0.04) but
not with the cognitive score of the FSMC (r = -0.39;
p [ 0.07). None of the components of the FKS correlated
with the EDSS (range r -0.35 to 0.31; p [ 0.11).
Multiple linear regression analysis did not reveal significant relationships between disease course (p = 0.40)
and EDSS scores (p = 0.11) and FKS (model: adjusted
R2 = 0.03, p = 0.25). Correlations between EDSS and
FKS for each disease group revealed an interaction effect:
while there is a small correlation between the two measures
in the group with relapsing-remitting disease course
(r = 0.33; p B 0.01), the correlation in the group with
secondary progressive disease course is nearly zero
(r = 0.05; p = 0.86).

n.s.

FSMC motor dimension score

38.6 (8.1)

27.4 (10.0)

0.002

BDI-II (% of depression)

65.5

63.4

n.s.

MS multiple sclerosis, EDSS Expanded Disability Status Scale,
n number of subjects, RR relapsing-remitting, PP primary progressive, SP secondary progressive, FSMC fatigue scale for motor and
cognitive functions, BDI-II Beck Depression Inventory, P-value
probability value, n.s. not statistically significant

Comparison of FKS results, assessment
by the physician, and video analysis through
physiotherapists

Gait analysis
Classification of fatigue using the FKS and the neurologist’s assessment was consistent for 97 % (false positive of
3 %) for the fatigue group; and 91 % (false negative of
9 %) for non-fatigue. One patient was classified into the
fatigue group by the neurologist but did have a FKS of 2.1,
a clear indication of no fatigue. Another patient had a FKS
of 11—massively fatiguing—but was classified into the no
fatigue group by the neurologist.

The MS-F group proved to be significantly different from
the MS-NF and healthy groups in all gait parameters
including step length, width and height, bilateral leg circumduction, bilateral knee flexion angle and medio-lateral
trunk sway at t1 and t2 (p \ 0.001). Patients in the MS-F
group had smaller step length, step height and maximum
knee flexion angle on the right and left side and greater step
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Table 4 Mean (1 standard
deviation) gait and
physiological parameters of the
treadmill walking test for MS
patients with fatigue (MS-F),
MS patients without fatigue
(MS-NF) and healthy subjects
(non-MS)

Parameters
Walking distance (km)

MS-F

MS-NF

1.8 (1.2)

4.4 (1.2)

Non-MS
5.3 (0.3)

P value Kruskal–
Wallis test

P value Post
hoc test

0.001

0.001*
0.001
0.012à

Walking speed (km/h)

0.81 (0.36)

4.7 (0.5)

5.0 (0.0)

0.001

0.001*
0.001
0.001à

6MWT (km)

0.49 (0.09)

0.56 (0.12)

0.68 (0.10)

0.001

0.008*
0.001
0.011à

Lactate (mmol/l)
6MWT 6-min walk test, n.s. not
statistically significant
* Significantly different
between MS-F and MS-NF
Significantly different
between MS-F and non-MS

t1
t2

1.2 (0.5)
0.7 (0.5)

0.9 (0.6)
0.4 (0.5)

0.8 (0.6)
0.6 (0.6)

n.s.
n.s.

Heart rate (bpm)
t1

80.0 (11.3)

77.0 (10.4)

79.4 (20.7)

n.s.

t2

103.7 (18.2)

107.5 (12.8)

108.8 (20.8)

n.s.

16.9 (0.4)

13.5 (4.0)

10.0 (2.5)

Borg scale

à

Significantly different
between MS-NF and non-MS, P
value probability value

width, circumduction with the right and left leg and sway
than patients in the MS-NF group and healthy subjects.
Physical performance
The MS-NF and healthy subject groups walked significantly faster (p \ 0.001) and a longer distance (p \ 0.001)
than the MS-F group (Table 4). The 6MWT differed significantly between the MS-F and the other groups
(p \ 0.008). All participants used aerobic energy production during the walking test, and the lactate level decreased
during the walking test in most cases. The heart rate
remained well below age predicted maximal heart rate.

Discussion
We introduced the objective measure FKS for assessing
motor fatigue in patients with MS. Healthy subjects typically do not display symptoms of fatigue during limited
submaximal walking. Their walking pattern is stable and
hence the attractor of the movement and its variability do
not change substantially. We first calibrated our new
method by taking the ‘‘medians’’ of the classically selected
fatigue and non-fatigue groups and established the threshold value for discriminating fatigue from non-fatigue
patients. Next we checked the results of our healthy subjects finding nobody classified wrongly. Finally, FKS was
applied to establish fatigue and non-fatigue groups. There
were moderate differences between the classification of

0.001

0.001*
0.001
0.007à

fatigue using the FKS and the classification by the neurologist and two physiotherapists. We found FKS to be a
more sensitive and reliable measure for motor fatigue in
patients with MS compared to traditional methods. FKS is
firmly based on the definition of ‘‘system stability’’. For
calibration it uses the ‘‘medians’’ of classically defined
subject groups, a parameter largely insensitive to incorrect
subject selection. Lactate levels below the lactate threshold
in all patients and subjects suggest that motor fatigue is not
related to muscle fatigue.
The classification into fatigue and non-fatigue groups
using the FKS versus the classification by the neurologist
disagreed for two patients. In one patient, the diagnosis of
MS was very recent (primary progressive course of disease). She complained of parasthesia in her right leg,
reported that she got tired more easily than previously and
described her walking distance as reduced. In the neurological exam, she had difficulty jumping on her right leg
and a tendency to pronate her left arm during arm holding. In addition, her motor FSMC was 27 (moderate
motor fatigue). The treadmill test clearly showed that she
had no motor fatigue (4.4 km in 60 min). Hence, this
patient was likely misclassified by the traditional classification system suggesting FKS was superior to traditional
assessment.
Another patient classified as not having fatigue by the
neurologist showed a high FKS. This patient suffered from
severe depression with apathy and sleep disorder making
the additional clinical diagnosis of motor fatigue difficult.
The pathological FKS, however, clearly demonstrated
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increased variability while walking indicating motor
fatigue.
A recent study [29] has shown that reduced sleep efficiency on nocturnal polysomnographic findings correlate
with fatigue, tiredness, and lack of energy in patients with
MS. Labuz-Roszak et al. [30] observed an association
between fatigue and sleep disorders and between fatigue
and either depression or anxiety, and stated that the treatable causes of fatigue in MS such as sleep and mood disturbances should be identified and treated. The results of
our study clearly indicate the presence of additional motor
fatigue besides the presence of sleep disorder and depression, which cannot be identified with certainty on clinical
grounds without an objective measure of fatigue. These
observations further confirm the importance of an objective
measure for assessing motor fatigue in patients with MS.
None of the patients in our study reported absence of
motor fatigue and were tested positive on the FKS. We
would consider such cases rather rare. Nonetheless, we
believe that a patient without subjective complaints of
motor fatigue should not be treated for motor fatigue.
The results of the FKS largely agreed with the results of
the video analysis. Both physiotherapists assigned videos
of the beginning and end correctly for 97 % of patients
with fatigue. Such classification was almost impossible for
healthy subjects or patients without fatigue. Even if this
evaluation was very successful for these cases, this analysis
is subjective and depends on many factors and in particular
on the therapists’ experience. These results further
emphasize the value and the effectiveness of an objective
measure of motor fatigue using FKS.
We consider the FKS superior compared to traditional
methods because of its unambiguous approach and objectivity. Overall, the diagnosis of fatigue conducted by physicians or physiotherapists may be faster, but also more likely
to give false results. Practical experience demonstrates that a
precise diagnosis of fatigue and non-fatigue depends on the
experience of the therapist and physician. It is possible that
experienced neurologists and physiotherapists may be correct in their classification in most MS patients. However,
some neurologists with no or little experience with MS
patients may doubt the existence of fatigue and its organic
cause; and thus may argue that fatigue just reflects the difficulty of the patient to cope with MS. In some cases, identifying motor fatigue may be very difficult even for an expert;
especially if depression, sleep disturbances, adiposity and
lack of exercise and endurance are also prevalent. In these
cases, identifying different components of the patients’
symptoms is very helpful for the therapist, neurologist and
patient and is important for the ‘‘therapeutic alliance’’ or
‘‘therapeutic contract’’ between patient and therapist.
Our observations of differences in conventional gait patterns in the MS-F group compared to the MS-NF and healthy

group are in agreement with literature. Previous studies [31–
35] have reported reduced gait speed, reduced stride length,
step width and maximum knee extension as well as greater
trunk angle range of motion in patients with MS compared
with healthy subjects. However, the authors of these studies
did not distinguish between patients with fatigue and those
without fatigue, and there is no previous data on changes in
gait patterns dependent on fatigue. In comparison, our novel
classification method can attribute changes in gait patterns to
the presence or absence of fatigue.
The overall and motor dimensions of self-rated fatigue
questionnaires did not correlate with the FKS in the MS-F
group. These findings are in agreement with earlier reports
of no relation between changes in walking patterns and selfassessed fatigue [34]. Morris et al. [34] suggested that
mechanisms controlling locomotion differ from those regulating perceived fatigue. Perceived fatigue may not be
associated with performance in conventional neuropsychological tests or motor function tasks [36–38]. Kluger
et al. [3] emphasized the importance of distinguishing
between subjective sensation and objective changes of
performance representing fatigability. In this context, the
scientists used the term ‘‘fatigability’’ rather than ‘‘fatigue
syndrome’’. This is also in line with the current concept that
fatigue has a state and trait component [39]. Genova et al.
[39] defined ‘‘state fatigue’’ as a transient condition that can
fluctuate based on both external and internal factors and
‘‘trait fatigue’’ as a more stable condition in an individual.
According to this definition, the FSMC and other questionnaires might capture the trait component of fatigue;
while the FKS represents the state component of fatigue
after physical exertion. Our parameters allow statements
regarding the changes in movement pattern and changes in
movement variability after exhausting or prolonged walking. Hence, these values measure a patient’s current state of
fatigue in contrast to the FSMC questionnaire, which presumably captures a patient’s general physical and mental
condition. This indicates that the fatigue questionnaire and
the FKS record two different features of fatigue.
We found no evidence of an effect of disease course or
EDSS scores on FKS. The overall model fit was very low,
indicating that FKS measures fatigue differently than other
existing measures.
All participants in our study remained below the
anaerobic threshold throughout the walking test and had
only slight changes in heart rate between t1 and t2 suggesting that motor fatigue in MS is not related to muscle
fatigue. In contrast, Sharma et al. [40] reported that during
exercise phosphocreatine and intracellular pH was greater
in patients with MS than in controls. Simultaneously,
during the exercise inorganic phosphate and monovalent
inorganic phosphate increased more in patients with MS
than in healthy persons. They suggested that metabolism
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plays a role in abnormal muscle fatigue in MS. The discrepancy between our results and those reported by Sharma
et al. may be related to differences in EDSS scores in both
cohorts [Sharma et al. 5.1 (range 2–8), 20 of 28 patients
walked with a cane, walker or were wheelchair-bound; our
study 3.4 (range 1–6.5), no walking aids] and to the use of
intermittent tetanic stimulation of the peroneal nerve versus
walking exercise. The walking test in our study may better
resemble daily activities while being standardized and
reproducible.
In summary, we have developed an objective method for
assessing motor fatigue on an individual basis using kinematic gait analysis—the FKS. It correctly classified
patients with MS into fatigue and non-fatigue groups. This
method represents a quick, cost-effective, and efficient
method for objectively assessing motor fatigue. The FKS
did not correlate with the results of the fatigue questionnaire and was not related to muscle fatigue. Perceived
fatigue assessed using questionnaires and changes in performance, measured using gait analysis, appear to capture
two different features of fatigue in multiple sclerosis. In
most patients, neurologists can detect the obvious fatigue
syndrome in patients with MS using ‘‘classic’’ instruments.
However, in some patients, the diagnosis of the fatigue
syndrome is less definite, requiring a more comprehensive
analysis. The FKS may be particularly useful for diagnosing fatigue in MS patients with comorbidity such as
depression, sleep disturbances, low cardiovascular fitness
and for evaluating intervention programs.

Study limitations
The main limiting factor in this study was that only one
neurologist performed the classical fatigue assessment.
Future studies should consider simultaneous assessments
by many specialists. The physiotherapists should be given a
slightly different task. Instead of rating the sequence in
which the walking tests were performed, they should
answer the question: ‘‘In which subject do you spot motor
fatigue and in which do you not’’. In our study, we focused
on patients with an EDSS between 1 and 6.5 (3 indicating
the border between light and moderate disability) who were
able to walk on a treadmill. Hence, the applicability and
validity of our method using the FKS in other groups of
MS patients is unknown, particularly for those with a more
severely compromised walking distance. For instance, we
did not assess the quality of sleep using the Epworth
Sleepiness Scale, which might be relevant for assessing
fatigue in patients with MS.
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